
SILENT MANGA AUDITION
MANGA WITHOUT WORDS,WITHOUT BORDERS



WHAT IS “SILENT MANGA AUDITION”?

SILENT MANGA AUDITION
a brief introduction to :

WITH LOVE FROM KICHIJOJI, TOKYO

Masterminded by renowned manga masters, this is an international competition, aiming to 
award and reward Manga artists the world over, to share the joys of drawing and entertaining people, 
to give chance to those who wouldn’t have had a chance before, to enter the world of Japanese Manga.

Read all 

silent manga 

for free!

WHO ARE DOING ALL THIS?
Based in Kichijoji, Tokyo, is the home of Coamix corp, the editorial team behind Comic-Zenon, 
a monthly comic publication. Organised by legendary names including Tsukasa Hojo ( CITYHUNTER, etc ), 
Tetsuo Hara ( Hokuto-no-Ken, etc), and Nobuhiko Horie ( Former chief editor at Weekly Shonen Jump, Currently CEO 
of Coamix corp ), with team of manga editors, their aim is to find and give reward for young artists to refine their skills, 
with foundation in strong graphic performance. We see it as the key ingredient, of any manga artists’ success. 
( …and they know a thing or two about how to produce great manga! )
If you want THAT critical initial connection to Japanese Manga industry, they are the ones right at the heart of it.

http://www.facebook.com/SilentMangaAudition
http://www.manga-audition.com

NOW, Come join us on Web & Facebook! 

HOW ARE THE REACTIONS?
For the first year round, there were 514 entries 
from 53 countries and regions. 
That is an astonishing number in itself, 
far exceeding expectations.
Twenty-six award winners were chosen, 
their works are published as one compilation.
Some also made their way onto 
Japanese commercial magazine,
a dream that was once just that, 
now became a reality
for those living outside of Japan.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN FROM NOW?

The second round, 2014 year entries just closed at 
end of March 2014, 
to even greater response than last year! 
Award winners will be announced early summer, 
all of their works will be 
published online for your reading pleasure ;) 
hopefully along 
with more exciting news we are preparing!

WHY “SILENT”?
We draw without words, so that anybody and everybody 
around the world can appreciate a piece of work. 
No language-barrier here! It is also a great way to test 
and train an author’s abilities in drawing, as one 
can’t “cheat” shortcomings in visual, with spoken dialogues.

MANGA IS OUR PROFESSION

We are determined to make “drawing manga”, a worldwide industry.
If you are an artist looking to make the debut in Manga;- in Japan and beyond, come show us your work (and read others'!) via the URL.

The Silent Manga Audition Committee Kichijoji Zizo Bld., Kichijoji-Minami 1-9-9, Musashino, Tokyo, JAPAN 180-0003
email: committee@manga-audition.com (We welcome any language!)

The Silent Manga Audition Committee

http://www.manga-audition.com


